Abstract-A model is developed to compute solar illumination of satellite components while accounting for multiple reflections, variable surface properties, and illumination source size. This model is implemented in OpenCL and integrated with the particle in cell satellite-environment simulation code, PTetra, enabling kinetic simulations in which photoelectron emission resulting from direct illumination and multiple reflections is taken into account. Simulation results obtained with a simple "toy geometry" are used to illustrate the effect of multiple reflections on the net current density at a satellite surface, and on the surrounding space charge potential. Results for the Solar Orbiter spacecraft show a small change in the overall charging and charge distribution around the solar wind analyzer instrument.
I. INTRODUCTION

C
HARGING of spacecraft in sunlight has been an important topic of research for many years and is particularly important for modeling the charging during a spacecraft's transition out of eclipse [1] , [2] . This is due to the fact that current emitted from spacecraft surfaces often dominates over all other ambient currents in the magnetosphere [3] . The importance of photoemission (PE) as a charging process for spacecraft is a result of large photoelectric yields for many materials in the extreme ultraviolet range of wavelengths (<2000 Å) [4] , [5] , which has been shown by measurement to vary over time [6] . While the accurate determination of the material properties as they relate to PE is a known area for improvement [7] , little work has been carried out to improve the fundamental illumination models, that is, the model that determines which spacecraft surfaces are illuminated at any given epoch.
In this paper, we concentrate on improving the modeling of PE on the Solar Orbiter spacecraft [8] whose instruments are particularly sensitive to absolute and differential potentials [9] .
In order to use the improved illumination model it must be coupled with a numerical simulation of the spacecraft-plasma interaction. In this case, PTetra [10] was chosen.
Due to the fact that PE, like secondary electron emission, is a surface phenomenon, it is extremely sensitive to changes in surface condition [11] which is known to vary over spacecraft operational lifetimes [12] .
Analytic models of spacecraft illumination can be developed for simple spacecraft models such as spheres, cylinders, and cubes [13] but for the more complex geometry of real spacecraft a different approach must be taken that models the illumination on each of the spacecraft's surfaces.
The photoelectron flux density J ph (ω, α) emitted from a surface is given by
where J 0 (ω) is the incident light intensity at frequency ω, Y (ω, α) is the photoelectron yield per absorbed photon, α is the photon incidence angle, and R is the reflectance [14] .
In the case of zero reflectance, (1) implies that the emission of photoelectrons would be the maximum, while in the case of perfect reflectance no photoelectrons would be emitted. As a consequence, the model suggests that a highly reflective surface will produce very few PE but could in turn reflect a large number of photons onto other surfaces. The exact distribution of the reflected photons is highly dependent on the spacecraft geometry and its attitude in relation to the incoming light source. In this paper, an illustration of reflection effects is first demonstrated using a simple "toy geometry," followed by an application to the Solar Orbiter spacecraft with assumed perfect attitude control.
II. ILLUMINATION MODELS
A. Commonly Used Models
The most common approach when calculating illumination during numerical spacecraft-plasma simulations is to use a ray tracing technique. In computer graphics, ray tracing commonly involves propagating rays from the camera into the scene and seeing if either directly, or indirectly (through reflection), they end up at a light source, commonly known as backward ray tracing.
A similar approach is taken in most spacecraft charging codes such as PTetra [10] and SPIS [15] , although a simpler method can be used as only self-shadowing is considered in these models. In particular, in PTetra the rays originate from each triangular subdivision on the spacecraft model's surface and are propagated toward the light source. If the ray from a given triangular subdivision reaches the light source without 0093-3813 © 2017 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. intersecting any spacecraft geometry, then the triangle is fully illuminated, otherwise it is fully in shadow. This approach is extremely fast to compute and coarsely captures the self-shadowing, but with some limitations. First, surface elements are either fully in shadow or fully illuminated; second, all incoming rays are often assumed to be parallel, thus not modeling the apparent size of the light source; and third, and perhaps most importantly, this approach does not model any reflection of the incoming light onto other surfaces.
The approach demonstrated here solves all of these issues by using a forward ray tracing technique, where every ray starts at the light source and is then propagated into simulation space.
B. Forward Ray Tracing
Forward ray tracing has been successfully used for the computation of extremely accurate models of solar radiation pressure (SRP) on spacecraft [16] , [17] . The approach used in this paper extends the SRP method by adopting a multisampling approach that enables modeling the apparent size of the illumination source and more accurately modeling diffuse reflection from spacecraft surfaces. A multisample technique aims to have a large number of rays striking each element of the spacecraft model. The number of intersections is then counted and the illumination calculated. In this method, each ray has its own set of initial conditions and is treated independently, interacting with the spacecraft structure through multiple diffuse and specular reflections as shown in Fig. 1 .
The cost of using a multisample forward ray tracing technique rather than a single sample forward or backward technique is that the number of rays that must be computed is greatly increased, in the case of this paper, by at least two orders of magnitude. To overcome this problem the forward ray tracing algorithm has been designed with the graphical processing unit (GPU) in mind and is implemented in OpenCL [18] .
C. Ray Tracing Algorithm Design
The forward ray tracing algorithm starts with creating a set of ray starting points perpendicular to the illumination direction (in this case the sun) as shown in Fig. 2 . Rays are then propagated toward the spacecraft, but their direction is perturbed by up to the angular size of the illumination source (at 1 AU the sun diameter subtends an angle of 0.53°.). The intersection of these rays with the spacecraft structure is then computed as shown in Fig. 3 . The intersection between a ray and an object is calculated by solving the set of equations that describe the ray and the objects surface in 3-D space. This yields the distance of the intersection along the ray. Every object, in this case the triangles making up the surface of the Solar Orbiter model, must be tested for possible intersection with the ray. The spacecraft models used for this paper were the same geometries used in PTetra in order to allow for direct comparison with the existing case. This means that each ray must be tested for intersection with many thousands of individual triangles.
In this paper, ray/triangle intersections are calculated using the Möller-Trumbore intersection algorithm [19] . Previous ray/triangle intersection algorithms first calculated the intersection of the ray with the plane on which the triangle lies. A test was then carried out to determine if this point was inside the edges of the triangle.
The Möller-Trumbore algorithm takes a different approach. A transformation is constructed and applied to the origin of the ray. The transformation yields a vector containing the distance, t, along the ray to the intersection point and the barycentric coordinates, (u, v), of the intersection. In this way, the ray/plane intersection of previous algorithms is avoided.
A triangle is defined by three vertices V 0 , V 1 , and V 2 and a ray defined as having an origin O and direction D. In this approach, three new vectors are defined as
The intersection can be found by solving the following:
Once the intersection point, if it exists, of a given ray and the geometry has been determined a reflected ray can be generated using the triangle's surface normal (Fig. 4) . The overall reflectivity of the material is implemented by controlling the proportion of incoming rays that generate reflected rays. For example, if the reflectivity of the material is 0.9 then there is a 90% chance that a reflected ray is created and a 10% chance that the ray terminates at the computed intersection point.
In the case of a purely specular reflection, the reflected ray is created by rotating the incident ray π radians around the normal and reversing its direction. In the case of any diffuse component of the reflection another approach must be taken. The Lambert model [20] describes a perfectly diffuse surface that scatters the incoming photons in many directions. In the Lambert model the reflected ray direction is sampled from a distribution based on Lambert's cosine law, which states that the amount of light emitted from an ideal diffuse radiator is directly proportional to the cosine of the angle θ between the direction of the incident light and the surface normal. The Lambert model is crude but is sufficient for modeling the diffuse characteristics of materials in this paper.
The new ray created by reflection is treated in exactly the same way as the original rays, and will propagate through the model space, possibly reflecting multiple times. As the reflectivity coefficient of the material is implemented by controlling the number of rays reflected, the rays themselves do not diminish as they reflect.
Once all of the ray/spacecraft intersections have been calculated, including intersections from reflected rays, the number of intersections per triangle is computed. In this way the model is quantized and a given triangle will have a integer number of rays striking it. The error introduced by this quantization is overcome by initially generating hundreds of millions of rays. This results in each triangular face of the spacecraft receiving hundreds of rays. In this model the triangles have a side length of approximately 0.1 m. A check is performed to determine the error generated by this quantization. A triangle of known size, aligned perpendicular to the incoming rays will have a normalized illumination of exactly 1. Test triangles are put into the ray tracer and their illumination determined by counting the number of intersections of rays. These test triangles produced illumination values with an error of less than 0.1% when compared to the ideal triangle.
In order to generate and propagate hundreds of millions of rays the ray tracing algorithm itself was implemented in OpenCL and designed to run on a GPU. A GPU consists of many of hundreds of small processors, designed specifically to carry out many simple parallel computations. As such they are perfectly suited to ray tracing. A ray can be propagated independently on each of the GPU's processors, meaning orders of magnitude speed improvements compared to identical algorithms on CPUs, which have a much smaller number of general-purpose processors. In order to take advantage of the GPU, the algorithm was implemented in a general-purpose GPU language, OpenCL. OpenCL itself makes a limited number of methods available, but these are sufficient for implementing the ray/triangle intersection method previously described.
III. INTEGRATION WITH PTETRA Illumination maps generated using the algorithm described above with and without multiple reflection, are used in the particle in cell (PIC) satellite-environment simulation code PTetra. In PTetra space is discretized using an unstructured and adaptive tetrahedral mesh. One advantage of using an unstructured mesh is that it enables a good representation of a satellite with complex geometries, on which realistic boundary conditions can be applied. With this type of mesh, physical object surfaces are defined by contiguous triangles, which are faces of tetrahedra defined in the simulation domain. In PTetra, only the region of space between satellite components, or physical objects and a user-defined outer boundary, are represented by the mesh. Volumes inside physical objects are not accounted for. A tetrahedral mesh is defined in the code from the following: 1) the list of x, y, and z coordinates of all vertices; 2) the list of the four vertex indices and neighbors for all tetrahedra. For example, the list of coordinates would contain entries such as where the first column gives the element indices, the following four integers lists the four vertices making this tetrahedron, and the last four integers give the indices of the tetrahedra opposite each vertex in the same order as listed in columns 2-5. Note that, in this example, one "neighbor" index is negative. Negative indices refer to physical boundary indices. This is how PTetra recognizes different boundaries on which different boundary conditions can be applied. The interface between the ray tracing code and PTetra is made via a file consisting of three columns. The first column gives the list of all tetrahedral elements with a face on a physical structure. The second column gives the index of the vertex in this tetrahedron (as it appears in the mesh file) opposite the physical structure. Finally the third column gives the relative illumination of the face on a structure, as determined by the ray tracing code. For example, shows that in element 5361, the face opposite the fourth vertex listed for that element receives a relative illumination of 1.23579732074. Here a relative illumination of 1.0 is assigned to a surface element receiving solar radiation at normal incidence over its full area. A relative illumination larger than one corresponds to a triangular element being illuminated more than once due to multiple reflections, and an illumination lower that unity results from a triangular element being illuminated at an oblique angle or being only partly illuminated due to part of its surface being in the shade of a physical object. From the surface material and the distance to the sun (known in PTetra), the actual solar flux and emitted photoelectron current density can then be calculated from a simple multiplicative factor.
IV. ILLUSTRATION WITH A SIMPLE "TOY MODEL"
We first illustrate the effect of multiple reflections with a simple geometry where reflection patterns and their effect on the electron distribution function and collected current densities are clearly visible. This "toy geometry" consists of two rectangular prisms of dimension 0.4 × 2.8 × 2.8 m in x, y, andz, respectively, with a cylinder of height 1.8 m and a radius of 0.4 m located halfway between the plates, as illustrated in Figs. 5 and 6. Simulations are made without and with multiple reflection effects assuming a background stationary plasma and the sun in the direction of (1., 0.2, 0.1) in the object's system of coordinates. When accounting for multiple reflections, we assume an albedo of 0.9 and 90% specular reflection. In both cases an unmagnetized fully ionized hydrogen plasma of density n e = n i = 10 10 m −3 , and temperature T e = T i = 1 eV is assumed, and photoelectron emission is calculated assuming aluminum oxide as surface material. The effect of multiple reflections is clearly visible in Figs. 5 and 6 showing the net collected current per unit surface area on different surface components, obtained in the two cases. The areas with positive collected current correspond to locations where photoelectron emission overcomes collection of background plasma electrons, since emission of electrons is equivalent to positive current collection. With direct illumination only, photoelectron emission occurs on the side of the right rectangular prism facing the sun, and on a narrow L-shaped band on the inside of the left prism. No photoelectron emission occurs on the cylinder between the two prisms or on the inner side of the right prism. With multiple reflections, however, several bands of photoelectron emission (positive collected current density) are visible on both inner faces of the rectangular prisms, as well as on the cylinder top and side. The resulting enhanced photoelectron emission between the two prisms affects plasma parameters in this region as shown in Fig. 7 for the plasma potential along the x-axis (y = 0, z = 0) computed without (solid) and with (dashed) multiple reflections. The plasma potential between the plates and the cylinder is seen to be slightly less negative when multiple reflections are taken into account. The prisms are also less negative by approximately 0.1 V with multiple reflections, and the cylinder by approximately 0.25 V. These differences of 4 to 9% are indicative of variations in other plasma parameters such as the ion and electron density between the plates, associated with multiple reflections. Finally, we note that the relatively small changes found here are consistent with the plasma density of 10 10 m −3 assumed in the simulation, at which photoelectron emission plays a minor role in the net current balance in floating objects. In a lower density plasma, photoelectron emission should be more significant as the contribution of photoelectron emission to current balance should be relatively lager.
V. USE OF TECHNIQUE FOR SOLAR ORBITER
We now turn to PTetra simulation results obtained with photoelectron emission calculated from illumination maps provided by the ray tracing code. As a case study, we consider the geometry of Solar Orbiter illustrated in Fig. 8 . Assuming a distance from the sun R = 0.6 AU, solar illumination is enhanced by a factor ∼2.8 compared to what it is at earth orbit, and the sun angular width is approximately δθ ∼ 0.88°. In the simulations, a conservative flying attitude is assumed in which the satellite shield is directly facing the sun. As a result, photoelectrons are primarily emitted from the satellite components directly exposed to the sun. These are two large solar panels and the front shield. Much lower photoelectron emission is expected from the sides of the satellite exposed to grazing radiation associated with the sun finite angular width. Under the assumed flying attitude, the central satellite body located behind the shield, on which most scientific instruments will be located, should be exposed to no solar radiation.
VI. RESULTS
The enhancement in photoelectron emission caused by multiple reflections is assessed by comparing results obtained from two simulations. A first case used as reference is simulated with direct illumination only; that is, without any reflection. The other is obtained with multiple reflections taken into account, assuming 50% specular reflection and 50% isotropic diffuse reflection, and an albedo of 90%. The solar wind parameters assumed in the simulations are summarized in Table I . In both the cases, simulations are carried out until the system reaches a steady state. Cross sections of the ion and electron density, and the electric potential computed without multiple reflection are shown in Fig. 9 . Profiles computed with multiple reflection effects are very nearly the same, and are not shown here. With multiple reflections, parts of the back side of the satellite are exposed to indirect solar radiation, and emit a small but finite level of photoelectrons. Fig. 10 shows profiles of the net current density collected on the back side of the satellite, calculated without (top) and with (bottom) multiple reflections. Collected solar wind electrons and photoelectrons contribute a negative current density, while the emission of photoelectrons on a surface contributes a positive current density. The contribution from ions to the collected current density is negligible on the back side of the spacecraft, owing to the supersonic speed of the solar wind. Without multiple reflections (top panel) the back side of the satellite collects solar wind electrons, and photoelectrons emitted from other parts of the satellite, which results in a negative collected current everywhere on that face. With multiple reflections (lower panel), however, parts of the back side now emit photoelectrons, which tends to lower the net collection of electron current. At some locations, emitted photoelectrons are seen to exceed the collection of ambient electrons, which leads to a net positive collected current per unit surface area. The regions where the current density is visibly less negative or positive are distributed irregularly on the back side of the main satellite body. These patches are due to reflections on the sun-exposed convex face of the parabolic antenna, which is represented in the simulations, with an assembly of planar triangular faces. With a smooth surface for the sun-exposed face of the antenna, reflected light would be distributed smoothly on the back side of the satellite, and the resulting photoelectron emission and associate (positive) collected current density would also exhibit a smooth profile.
Owing to the relatively small surface area affected by multiple reflection, and the positive floating potential of the spacecraft, it is found in this case that plasma parameters surrounding the spacecraft are very nearly the same when computed with or without reflection effects. For example, the difference between spacecraft floating potentials obtained in the two cases is of order 0.5%. It is difficult to assess the uncertainty in the computed floating potential, which is affected by a number of factors including an approximate representation of the spacecraft geometry, the size of the simulation domain, the assumed boundary conditions, and discretization errors in the numerical solution of Poisson's equation. It is likely nonetheless that the small difference found for the floating potential and surrounding plasma parameters are within the error bars in these quantities. One location of particular interest with Solar Orbiter, is the tip of the boom located in the wake of the satellite body, where the solar wind analyzer (SWA) will be located. Electron distribution functions have been calculated at that location, and again, practically no differences were found between simulations results obtained with or without multiple reflection effects.
VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
A computer model has been developed to compute solar illumination of satellite components while accounting for multiple reflections, variable surface properties, and illumination source size. The code can optionally trace reflected rays assuming an arbitrary combination of specular and diffuse reflection. Modules have been written to read 3-D unstructured tetrahedral geometry as used in the PIC code PTetra, and produce illumination maps directly read in PTetra, thus enabling kinetic simulations in which photoelectron emission resulting from direct illumination and multiple reflections are taken into account. Similarly, modules could readily be written to produce illumination maps readable by any other satelliteenvironment simulation code.
Simulations made for a simple "toy geometry" show that the inclusion of multiple reflections in the calculation of solar illumination and associated photoelectron emission, can lead to differences in collected current density patterns on surface components, and on plasma macroscopic parameters. While the relatively high density (10 10 m −3 ) case considered led to small variations, multiple reflection effects would likely be more important in lower density plasmas due to the fact that in such cases, emitted photoelectrons should contribute more in the current balance to material components. The simulations made for the Solar Orbiter geometry show that, under assumed solar wind conditions and orbital position, macroscopic parameters such as the density or space charge potential are for practical purposes, unaffected by multiple reflections. In particular, the electron distribution near SWA is found to be unaffected by photoelectron emission resulting from reflected solar radiation on the back side of the spacecraft. This is due in part to the small area exposed to this reflected radiation, and also in part because of the positive floating potential of the spacecraft resulting from the solar wind conditions considered.
Multiple reflections should be more significant, however, in low-density solar wind plasma when a heat shield is not required, and where spacecraft or lander components would be directly exposed to solar radiation. The next step in this analysis should consist of simulating the environment of Solar Orbiter and other satellites assuming various flying attitudes and space weather conditions, in order to better assess multiple reflection effects on particle sensor measurements.
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